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Abstract
Heritage language maintenance faces additional challenges when native English speakers intermarry with partners from the host society. This paper, the third in a series, focuses on the family language policies, or lack thereof, of two generations of English speaking women married to Hebrew speaking Israeli men.
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Introduction
In this current study, the third in a series examining the family language policies of native English speakers living in Israel, we focused on the family language policies, or lack thereof, of two generations of English speaking women married to Hebrew speaking Israeli men.

We interviewed Dina Heller about both her birth family and her and her sister’s current families regarding the role of English in their lives.

We also compare and contrast the Heller family decisions to those of the families interviewed in our previous articles (Kayam and Hirsh, 2013; Kayam, 2013).

Theoretical Background
For the past ten years, Family Language Policy has raised considerable interest and curiosity among linguists and sociolinguists in countries where the presence of ethnic minority groups live. Indeed, in a research paper carried out in the United States by Ha Lam (2011) on Raising Children bilingually in Mixed Marriages[... ] it is mentioned the fact that “there are an increasing number of studies on family language policy at microlevel”. In the same way, Mila Schwartz (2010), in her research paper on FLP considers this subject of study as an “[…] emerging field”.

This strong interest in FLP which has been put forward in recent studies has been stirred by the presence of populations of various ethnic origins in a given place. Indeed, the increasing rate of immigration in a number of countries as is the case in the UK for example also explains this phenomenon. As is pointed out in Andrea Donakey’s 2007 paper entitled: “Language Planning and Policy In Manchester”: “this is leading to a rise in metropolitan...
multilingualism with more and more people in urban localities using languages other than English, or ‘community languages’”.

The purpose of FLP is to examine and analyze language practices through “various management techniques” (Spolsky, 2004). As mentioned in a paper by Xiao Lan Curdt-Christianussen, Associate Professor in the Department of English Language and Literature, National Institute of Education (NIE), Nanyang Technological University, Singapore, FLP “interacts with a wide range of socio-historical, political, cultural and linguistic variables and factors (Spolsky 2012; King and Fogle 2013). As such, the study of FLP not only contributes to our understanding of the processes of language shift and change, it also sheds lights on broader language policy issues at societal levels.”

Method
A one-on-one interview was conducted with Dina Heller. Dina presented her family history starting with her parents’ choices and then her and her sister’s choices regarding family language policy and practice. Pseudonyms have been used to protect the Hellers’ privacy.

Dina’s Parents
Dina’s mother Rita is a British born English teacher who moved to Israel in the early 1960s when she was in her 20s. In Israel she met her husband Saul, a doctor, who is a fifth generation Israeli of German extraction. They have two children, Riva born in 1965 in Jerusalem and Dina, born in 1970 in South Africa where Rita had relatives. The family did not stay in South Africa very long returning the same year to Israel. In 1979 the family relocated to Canada where both girls attended a Jewish day school. From 1980 the family lived in the United States until 1995 when Dina decided to move to Israel and Riva decided to join her. Rita and Saul still live in the States. Given how the family moved about raises the question: Which language is the heritage language? Is it English or is it Hebrew? Dina says that there was never any explicitly stated language policy, each parent spoke in his/her native tongue and the children responded in the language they were spoken to.

Dina’s Sister Riva
Riva was born in Jerusalem in 1965. When the family relocated abroad in 1979 Riva was already in high school and possessed a high level of Hebrew proficiency while her English was at a much lower level. However, after completing high school and then university studies at both the undergraduate and graduate level in the United States Riva is totally bilingual. Riva followed her sister to Israel in 1995 with no long term plans, however within two years she was married to Haim, an Israeli born man whose own parents had immigrated to Israel from Morocco. Haim is trilingual having learned French from his parents and English from a ten year sojourn in California.

Riva and Haim have two sons, 15 year old Ido and 13 year old Eden. Riva decided to speak only English at home because she believed that knowing English is a great asset in today’s world. Even when Ido was diagnosed with multiple learning disabilities she was not willing to forgo the emphasis she put on English proficiency and she devoted many hours to reading
English stories to Ido. Ido is a fluent English speaker and this ability gives him confidence and helps him cope with his academic difficulties. Eden understands spoken English but does not speak it. This does not reflect a change in Riva’s belief in the importance of English but rather time constraints as much of her energy is devoted to helping Ido. Haim speaks to his sons in Hebrew. Riva and Haim speak to each other in Hebrew.

Dina’s family
Dina is married to Avi who was born in Israel to parents who immigrated to Israel from Iraq. Avi speaks only Hebrew at native language level though he understands English from school and university studies and rudimentary Arabic from his parents. Dina communicates with her husband in Hebrew. Dina and Avi have two daughters: Hani born in 2003 and Hava born in 2007. Both girls were born in Israel. Dina, an English teacher like her mother, felt very strongly about speaking only English with her children. She not only saw English as a valuable tool but as a part of her culture which she wanted to share with her children, so in addition to speaking with them in English she read them stories and taught them songs and nursery rhythms from her childhood. When they were small she also took them on annual trips to the States to visit her parents. Her commitment to an English only policy was difficult to maintain once Hani came home from kindergarten speaking Hebrew. From this point she spoke with her daughter in Hebrew and English depending on the situation. Dina explained: “As her surroundings were completely Hebrew speaking, and I spoke Hebrew with my husband and our friends, it became difficult to demand from her to speak English with me. Also, when I would speak to her in English, she would respond in Hebrew, making it difficult to carry on a conversation. At some point, it just became too confusing and difficult.”

When Hava was born she tried to speak with her in English. Daily routines are conducted in English and are understood by both girls though the younger girl does not understand each word but understands what is being asked. For instance, Dina might say: “Go brush your teeth” and Hava will answer half in Hebrew “But Mommy I already” and half in English “brushmyteeth” relating to the English phrase as if it were one word. Other examples of daily interactions like “Are you hungry?” are understood but replied to in Hebrew.

Now that Hani has started studying English in school she has begun to have a greater interest in English and will come home from school and initiate conversations in English. She takes pride in her personal family connection to English. Dina’s parents continue to send English books and tapes from America. Dina hopes that the emphasis she places on the importance of English and their exposure to the English language will influence the girls. But ultimately she believes the desire to learn English will have to come from them.

Discussion
Heritage language maintenance can be viewed as a zero to ten continuum where zero represents total assimilation into the host country and total abandonment of the heritage language. This would be common in cases of people living in situations where nobody else
speaks their heritage language. At the other end of the spectrum would be people who live in a self-imposed ghetto, speaking their own language exclusively and having little or no contact with the host society as can be seen in any large city’s Chinatown and Little Italy. Participants in our case studies fall in the middle where all are bilingual to a greater or lesser degree. Among our subjects the Weiss family (Kayam, 2013) represent the strongest commitment to heritage language maintenance with both parents speaking only English to their children and providing extra English language reinforcement in the form of English speaking babysitters and classes for native English speakers. Debbie’s family (Kayam and Hirsh, 2012) come next with the mother Debbie speaking only English and taking her children for extended stays in the States though that stopped as her children got older. The least committed, ironically, was Dina, an English teacher whose entire professional identity is centered on the English language, raising her children in a practically Hebrew only environment while trying to impart a rudimentary knowledge and love of English language and culture.
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